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Executive Committee of the CEACS/AECEC
Seventh Meeting 
Budapest, Hungary
13 March, 2009
(1088 Budapest, Múzeum krt. 4, Building “A”, Room: 333)

Minutes

Present:


Janos Kenyeres (JK) – President
Diana Yankova – (DY) Vice-President
Don Sparling (DS) – Treasurer
Jason Blake (JB) – Secretary
Katalin Kurtosi (KK) – Editor-in-Chief, Central European Journal of Canadian Studies

1.   Opening 
The meeting was opened at 9.47

2.   Adoption of agenda
The agenda was adopted unanimously.

3. Approval of report
The report on the 6th meeting of the Executive Committee (Budapest, Hungary, 7 March, 2008) was unanimously approved. It is available on the new CEACS website: http://www.cecanstud.cz/.

4.   CEACS Constitution 
4.1 Finalization of proposed amendments
In principle, there was unanimous agreement on the proposed amendments to the CEACS constitution. Some very minor changes to the wording were proposed. JK proposed that under 7.3 “representatives” should be in the singular, as each chapter has only one “representative” on the Executive Council.
DS mentioned that a possible constitutional change to what constitutes a “member” might be advantageous to us – this would allow CEACS to reap potential financial benefits with regard to student mobility through European Union funding. DS stated that more on this issue would become clear after May, 2009.
See Appendix 1 for a list of proposed changes.

4.2 “Electronic” General Meeting, details of voting procedure regarding the constitutional changes prior to the General Meeting in October
	Zuzana Janouskova (ZJ), the new Administrative Assistant at the Brno Centre, will facilitate the technical aspects of sending the e-mail regarding voting. In order to ensure that a definitive and accurate membership list is available, DS suggested waiting until April before voting. Tuesday, April 15 is the proposed date. Members will have until April 30 to submit their electronic votes. If one-third of the membership has not responded in a timely manner, ZJ will send out reminders. In order to ensure that no votes are lost, votes should be sent to both ZJ and a back-up e-mail (to be established). JB will draft the wording of the e-mail introducing the proposed constitutional changes. JB will forward it to ZJ.

5.   Preparations for the next Triennial Conference and General Meeting in Sofia (16-18 October, 2009)
5.1 Program, sessions, key note speakers
DY reported that preparations are well underway. She confirmed that we will have four keynote speakers (two in English, two in French): Keith Banting, Chelva Kanagayakam, Lise Gauvin and Thibault Martin. They come from diverse fields, from political science to literary studies.
The Executive Committee will have their meeting the morning of Thursday, October 15. The Diaspora project will also meet on that day. Two other key meetings will take place on the same day: a new CEACS student initiative to establish a network of doctoral students, and an outreach meeting with local high school teachers. DS said two students from the Association for Canadian Studies in German-Speaking Countries will come to the student meeting; JB will be responsible for facilitating this meeting.

5.2 Finances and payment of early-bird registration fee
DY said the call for papers will be sent to heads of all European Associations. The early bird registration rate will be extended to September 5, 2009. In order to limit bank charges, it was proposed that members give the money to their chapter’s representative by that date and that representative will be responsible for delivering the money to the relevant parties (this, of course, was dependent upon the agreement of the Country Representative at the Executive Council meeting.
Because the hotel charges a large amount of money for catering services, it was unanimously decided to limit organized coffee breaks to two (one for each afternoon of the conference).

5.3 Circulars
Regular reminders will be sent out to members.
DS suggested drafting clear guidelines for possible refunds of conference registration fees. DY will emphasise the least expensive air travel options to Sofia in a circular to members.

5.4 Book display
DS noted that a request for a book display must be sent to Ottawa as soon as possible. DY will see to this.

5.5 Procedure of the General Meeting
The General Meeting will take place on Saturday, October 17. This lunchtime assembly will follow the same pattern as previous CEACS General Meetings.

5.6 Information (available so far) on new country representatives and candidates for the Executive Committee

At the time of the meeting two chapters had chosen their represntatives and candidates: Judit Molnar and Janos Kenyeres, respectively, are the representative and candidate for Hungary, and Květuše Kunesova and Don Sparling are the representative and ExCom candidate for the Czech Republic.

It was reiterated that, according to the Constitution, CEACS chapter elections must be carried out at least two months before the General Meeting in Sofia. 

5.7 Other questions settled and unsettled
	No other issues were raised.

6.   Grants and awards
6.1 Understanding Canada Program, experiences of the first year
(This is discussed more fully in the Executive Council minutes). DS and JK noted that grant applications are down from previous years. This is likely a “transitional decline” due to confusion about the nature of the Understanding Canada Program.
Since all grants are now competitive, DS noted the need for more coordination and cooperation within the region – for example, it is not in our interest for two centres that are relatively close geographically to request financial aid for two separate conferences (especially if their themes are related) within a limited period of time.


6.2 Review of available grants, programs and scholarships (ICCS, Gov. of Canada, Understanding Canada)
JK pointed out that there is confusion between the two websites, as ICCS grants – which are only open to members of CEACS  (or a similar organization) – are cross-listed with open, government grants.

6.3 Grants and programs for which CEACS may/should apply in the future 
DS noted the need for new CEACS projects. This was discussed more fully at the Executive Council meeting.
KK suggested that there be a pre-announcement on the CEACS website to inform members – and coordinators – of future plans for conferences and other activities. This website forum could allow us, before organizing conferences, to check whether someone nearby was planning something similar.

6.4 Grants and programs for which individual centers and universities may/should be   encouraged to apply, coordination by CEACS and/or between the centers and universities interested in similar projects 
See Executive Council minutes.

6.5 ICCS /Government of Canada grants and awards for individuals: FEP and FRP, Graduate Student Scholarships, Best Doctoral Thesis Award, other available grants and programs
See Executive Council minutes.

6.6 CEACS’s own grants: conference grants, the question of Grainau, Brno research grants
DS noted that the conference grant option will – and should – be used up for individuals traveling to deliver papers; in this case, those interested in going to Grainau will have to pay for their stay there.

6.7 CEACS Certificate(s) of Merit to be awarded at the next Triennial Conference, nomination procedure
JK reviewed the formulation of our request for candidates, as well as the selection process.
The deadline was to be set at the Executive Council meeting 
In order to facilitate the selection process and ensure that all follow the same formal pattern, JB will create and send out a nomination template to the Country Representatives.

7.   Overview/review of the division of duties within the Executive Committee members, with special regard to changes in the pre-selection of FEP/FRP applications

JK proposed minor changes to division of duties; DS stated that these should be put on the CEACS website.

8.   New initiatives
8.1 CEACS activities
(For the purpose of information flow, DS argued for the presence of a member of the Executive Committee at project meetings.)
KK presented the idea of a database and research project regarding translation of Canadian Literature within CEACS countries. This could include considerations of translation policy and political requirements for translation.
JK suggested that each year CEACS should invite a lecturer to the region. This lecturer would do a tour in at least two CEACS countries (with the chosen countries changing from year to year).
		
8.2 CEACS new webpage – introduction of new features and detailed information to improve information-flow, upgrading of personal profiles
JK praised the new CEACS website. DS pointed out a new version of the website section that tells us about Canadian Studies Centres (rather than individuals); the information it contains has been simplified, so that it will not have to be updated so often. Centres are now filling in these forms. DS is preparing a new version of the form for individual members, which should have a great deal of flexibility with regard to what they will fill in.

8.3 ICCS activities/programs to be proposed at the next ICCS annual meeting (May 2009)
It was decided that the Executive Committee would discuss this point during the Executive Council meeting.

8.4 ENCS activities/programs
DS outlined a possibility to send European students on a three-week study tour to Canada. (See Executive Council minutes)
For financing purposes – as this would depend on European Union money – the CEACS Constitution would have to be slightly amended (see 4.1 above).

8.5 Other
None.

9.   Publications – survey of current and future business
9.1 CE Journal of Canadian Studies 
9.1.1 Next issue (CEJCS 6)
KK said a large portion of the next journal issue will be devoted to papers from the 2007 Rab conference. The issue will consist of three parts: 1) normal submissions, 2) Rab conference, 3) reviews, event reports. She also noted a delay in publication; DS stated that publication should be possible inside of six week after having received the material. KK stated that she sent the material to Petr Vurm in late January or early February.  
KK said the next call for papers will be in early 2010.
DS mentioned the need to have the journal appear on an international journal list. KK stated that she sent inquiries two years ago, and that she would attempt to re-contact the relevant bodies. DS stated he would follow up on this as well.

9.1.2 Editor-in-chief of the journal
KK noted the need for a successor, as she is stepping down after this issue. She will produce a Call for applications. This will be circulated soon, with a proposed June 15 deadline. DS/DY emphasized that the new editor be at least passively bilingual in English and French.

9.2 Debrecen conference proceedings
DS said these will be out within four to six weeks.
   
9.3 Proceedings of graduate seminars (St. Petersburg, Dublin)
The St. Petersburg Proceedings are at the publisher’s.
It is expected that Vera Regan will deliver the Dublin paper to Brno within a month.
			
9.4 Distribution
JK suggested the possibility of publishing older journal editions on-line.
DS said the authors of articles should send their mailing address and agree with their work eventually being published on-line. KK said that she would coordinate with ZJ on this point.

10.  Activities of the CE Canadian Studies Secretariat in Brno, new developments
Aside from the new Administrative Assistant and the new CEACS website, there were no major new developments.

11.  CEACS membership, chapters and external relations
11.1 Membership and membership fees 
  11.1.2 Membership from outside the CEACS region
No changes to be reported.
      	11.2 Country reports
JK will send the latest Ottawa form for regional reports to JB; JB will adjust CEACS country report templates accordingly.

      	11.3 Current / New activities
11.3.1 Summer school
See Executive Council minutes.

11.3.2 Diaspora Project
See Executive Council minutes

11.3.3 European Student Seminar in Maribor (18-19 September, 2009) 
JB stated that preparations are underway for this conference, and that the call for papers is already available.

11.3.4 Other
There was nothing else to report.

      11.4 Cooperation with the member countries, the ENCS and the ICCS 
	See Executive Council minutes.

12.  Financial report
12.1 Financial report to end of fiscal year 2008/2009
DS outlined changes to financial structures for Canadian studies funding. The first year of funding under the new Understanding Canada program resulted in some transitional problems, with considerable delays in approval of grant applications and subsequent payment into the association’s bank account. 

DS outlined changes to financial structures for Canadian studies funding. The first year of funding under the new Understanding Canada program resulted in some transitional problems, with considerable delays in approval of grant applications and subsequent payment into the association’s bank account
DS noted that the Diaspora grant, as approved, did not provide money to send individuals to Canada.

12.2 Budget and other requests for fiscal year 2009/2010

DS stated that the budget request for the core activities of the CEACS in the coming fiscal year will be prepared to meet the May 15 deadline.


DS said two grant applications had been sent to meet the February 15, 2009 deadline;
- a grant application in support of the Diaspora project
- a second application in support of accompanying activities at the 2009 CEACS conference in Sofia. 


12.3 Auditors
The auditors did not check the books for the 2007/2008 fiscal year (DS somehow overlooked this), and have not yet checked the books for 2008/2009 fiscal year, as it has not yet ended. In the next couple of months DS will ask them to do so for both fiscal years, and their report will be included in the General Meeting of the Association at the Sofia conference. 

13.  Next meeting of Executive Committee
Thursday, October 15 2009; during the Sofia conference.

14.  AOB
There was no other business.
 
Closing
The meeting was closed at 18:01.





















APPENDIX 1 -  Proposed amendments to the CEACS Constitution
2.1  The basic aims of the Association are:
 a) to support and encourage Canadian Studies (i.e. studies relating to Canada) in the countries    of the Central European region, interpreted broadly (hereafter “the region”);

The last part of the sentence to be replaced by the following: 
interpreted for these purposes to mean the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania and Bulgaria (hereinafter “the region”);
3.1  Membership in the Association shall be open to teachers, researchers, students and other individuals with an active interest in Canadian Studies.

The sentence to continue as follows

whether from the Central European region or elsewhere; in the latter case, they shall be considered “international members”.


5.2. The Executive Council

The title of this body to be changed to "The Advisory Board." (“Bureau consultative” in French) and the appropriate change to be made throughout the document.


6.1  The General Meeting is the highest official body of the Association and is composed of all the members of the Association. A minimum of one-third of all members coming together at one particular time shall constitute a quorum. All duly registered members of the Association have the right to vote at a General Meeting.

After the second sentence, the following sentence to be inserted. 

Should a quorum not be gathered within an hour of the appointed beginning of the meeting, the simple number of members present shall be deemed sufficient to form a quorum.


7.2  The Executive Council shall consist of the President of the Association plus one representative from each country in the region (the “national chapter”), with the proviso that a country must have at least seven dues-paying members involved in teaching or doing research in Canadian Studies in order to quality for representation on the Executive Council. A majority of the country representatives shall constitute a quorum.

The term “country” to be replaced by “country/set of countries” and the term “national chapter” to be replaced by “national/multinational chapter” and the appropriate changes to be made throughout the document.
 
The Advisory Board shall consist of the President of the Association plus one representative from each country/set of countries in the region (the “national/multinational chapter”), with the proviso that a country/set of countries must have at least seven dues-paying members involved in teaching or doing research in Canadian Studies in order to quality for representation on the Advisory Board. A majority of the representatives of each country/set of countries shall constitute a quorum..


7.3  Duly registered members in each country shall choose their representatives themselves.

“Representatives” to be replaced by “representative”.

Duly registered members in each country/set of countries shall choose their representative themselves.


7.7  After 7.7 a new sub-section (7.8) to be added.

7.8  It is at the discretion of the Advisory Board to admit representatives of additional national/multinational chapters to its membership.


8.2  The President of the Association, who is one of the four regular members of the Committee, and the other three regular Executive Committee members shall be elected at a General Meeting of the Association. The four regular members of the Executive Committee must come from different countries. Each national chapter, consisting of the dues-paying members from a particular country shall nominate one person for a regular position on the Executive Committee. This must be done a least two months before the General Meeting at which the election of the new Executive Committee will take place. It is up to each national chapter to decide on the method of selecting its candidate. 

In the second sentence, “countries” to be replaced by “chapters”, and in the third sentence “shall nominate” to be replaced by “may nominate”.

The President of the Association, who is one of the four regular members of the Committee, and the other three regular Executive Committee members shall be elected at a General Meeting of the Association. The four regular members of the Executive Committee must come from different chapters. Each national/multinational chapter, consisting of the dues-paying members from a particular country/set of countries, may nominate one person for a regular position on the Executive Committee. This must be done a least two months before the General Meeting at which the election of the new Executive Committee will take place. It is up to each national/multinational chapter to decide on the method of selecting its candidate. 


12.2  This Constitution is written in the Czech language and comprises four pages; for the needs of the national chapters it also exists in English and French versions.

“Four” to be replaced by “five”.

This Constitution is written in the Czech language and comprises five pages; for the needs of the national/multinational chapters it also exists in English and French versions.





